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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems (RS) have seen widespread adoption across the Internet. However, by emphasizing personalization through the optimization of accuracy-focused metrics, over-personalization may emerge, with negative effects on the user experience. A countermeasure to the problem is to diversify recommendations. In this paper, we present a solution that addresses the problem in the context of a movie application domain. The solution enhances diversity on four related dimensions, namely global coverage, local coverage, novelty, and redundancy. The proposed solution is designed to diversify users’ profiles, modeled on categorical preferences, within the same group in the recommendation filtering. We evaluate our approach on the Movielens dataset and show that our algorithm yields better results compared to random selection distant neighbors and performs comparably to one of the current state of the art solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
By exploiting user’s preferences, recommender systems (RS) filter out irrelevant options and select only a personalized subset of items. Moreover, RS aim to promote the discovery of content to leverage the long-tailed distributed consumption. There is an increasing concern regarding the issue of content over-personalization. If recommendations only mirror individual preferences, the resulting over-personalization could impact negatively the user satisfaction [1]. Whilst accuracy is important for user satisfaction, it is merely one ingredient. One approach is to diversify the recommendations for the users so that they do not meet their preferences completely [2]: diversified recommendations come at the expense of being inaccurate, but could contribute in a better item discoverability and a multi-faceted interpretation of user intentions [3].
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2 BACKGROUND
The concept of diversity is often understood as heterogeneity. Several techniques are available to quantify the diversity of a set of elements, depending on the interpretation of the concept itself [4–6]. Stirling [6] identifies three properties related to diversity and proposes a general framework to analyze it by considering the categories into which elements can be classified:

Variety: “is the number of categories into which system elements are apportioned”, i.e., the number of categories present in a set, independently from the elements within each, is a signal of diversity.

Balance: “is a function of the pattern of apportionment of elements across categories”. This assesses the extent to which categories are equally represented, through the relative distribution of elements.

Disparity: “refers to the manner and degree in which the elements may be distinguished”. This property assesses the specificity of each category (i.e., how can be easily distinguished), determining the dissimilarity as a signal of diversity.

Several works have proposed evaluation metrics for diversity in RS. The Binomial Diversity (BD) [7], includes two parameters to evaluate the diversity in order to minimize the occurrences of similar items and to maximize the recommended items range with respect to the user preferences and to the item catalogue: coverage and redundancy. For a list L of recommendations, BD is measured as:
where the redundancy is the nonRedundancyL, where coverageL can be considered either locally, in terms of user experience, or globally, as the ability of the recommender to consider multiple item categories [8].

Ziegler et al. define the Intra List Similarity (ILS) as the aggregate similarity between pairs of items in a set so that the lower it is, the higher the diversity and vice versa [9]. For all items in a list L and a pair of items i and j, ILSL is:

\[ ILS_L = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in L} \sum_{j \neq i} \text{sim}(i, j) \]  

1 RELATED WORK

In this case, the proposed metric considers only the categories between categories is as follows:

\[ \text{intraL} = \sum_{C_u \subseteq C_L} \left| \frac{|C_u \setminus C_L|}{|C_u|} \right| \]  

where, the item categories of the recommended list are \( C_L \), in which each item is apportioned, and \( C_u \) is similarly defined but for the items the user has already experienced.

Lastly, we formulate a metric for estimating the redundancy obtained with a list of recommendations for a given user as the amount of items falling in the same category. We claim that the category-based ILS can be treated as a redundancy metric if the similarity between categories is as follows: \( \text{sim}(C_{i}, C_{j}) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } C_{i} = C_{j} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)  

In this case, the proposed metric considers only the categories \( C_u \) covered by \( u \), which are the expected ones, and for a recommendation list, the "good" redundancy can be estimated as follows:

\[ \text{redundancy}_{L,u} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in L} \sum_{C_{i} \subseteq C_L} \sum_{c \in C_{i}} \text{sim}(C_{i}, c) \]  

where the redundancy is the categoryILSL of each covered category with respect to the recommendations list.

3 RELATED WORK

RS literature distinguishes two paradigms of diversification methods depending on the level at which is achieved, namely diversity modeling and post-filtering approaches [11].

The former solutions aim to enhance the filtering step by combining diversification criteria prior to the extraction of a set of recommendations. Instead, post-filtering methods process the set of candidate items after the filtering step through re-ranking strategies to extract the subset that satisfy the specific diversification and quality criteria [12]. Castells et al. [8] provide a unified understanding of diversity with an extensive survey on evaluation metrics, but a limited overview of diversification methods. Hence, we refer to [13], which provides an updated survey of both methods and evaluation metrics.

Ziegler et al. topic diversification [9]: this technique is devised to "balance and diversify personalized recommendations lists in order to reflect the user’s complete spectrum of interests" and falls into the post-filtering solutions as it takes recommended items in input to re-rank and extract a diversified subset of items. Interesting, but perhaps unsurprising, is the application of item similarity, a content-based metric, to diversify the item set.

Vargas et al. binomial diversity [7]: instead of using item similarity, Vargas et al. proposed a definition of diversity encompassing the genre coverage, genre redundancy and the recommendation list size awareness. Still, since it works by re-ranking an initial recommendation, it falls into post-filtering approaches. Here, it is interesting how the technique approaches diversity taking not only the similarity, but also coverage and redundancy into account: coverage is achieved through finding the genres present in a recommendation set, compared to all genres, considering also that users themselves have preferences over certain genres and thus, some are more relevant than others. Redundancy in turn is defined as the frequency of each genre in the item set. The resulting method thus aims to maximize coverage of genres considering the user preferences while decreasing redundant genres [7].

ClustDiv [14] uses clustering to group items in the catalogue from the explicit ratings rather than on item descriptions (although this is not a necessary prerequisite), and recommends items from different clusters. Compared to re-ranking methods such as [9], using item clusters resulted quicker and achieved similar diversification results. The authors employed k-Means as the clustering method to generate clusters which were subsequently used to create a users-to-clusters weights matrix. However, as it takes a precomputed list of recommendations, it is a post-filtering approach.

Neighbor Diversification [15] proposes to retrieve a set of diverse users, by using explicit ratings, to an active user; recommendations are then extracted from these distant neighbors. Diversity is evaluated also considering the catalogue coverage, the novelty and the accuracy. An unexpected (and perhaps serendipitous) finding is that the accuracy levels, in terms of precision and recall, as the user diversity threshold increases, do not drop and in some cases can also increase, thus suggesting that the trade-off between accuracy and diversity may hold when considering items, but other factors come into play when users are considered.

XploDiv [16] employs Stirling’s definition to suggest that the balance affects the trade-off between relevance and diversity and a novel diversification method has been devised to deal with the trade-off and with the user’s openness tendency (to explore novel items or to exploit her preferences). The parameters to control the two trade-offs are tunable and dynamically learned, to allow a fine grained control of exploitative or exploratory diversity. Unlike the previous method, XploDiv is devised as a post-filtering approach and requires a set of recommended items.

4 A NOVEL DIVERSIFICATION FRAMEWORK

Given that the metrics presented focus on specific aspects to evaluate the diversity of a recommendation list, we unify these aspects and propose a user-centric conceptual diversification framework.
Figure 1: Proposed user-centric diversification framework: each small circle refers to the size of category-based preferences (small: low preference, see top-left corner); the three big circles stemming from the centre refer to the addressed diversity properties (global coverage, redundancy, local coverage and novelty).

Figure 2: Proposed diversification approach: filtering distant neighbors (orange points) in the same cluster of users.
Variety of items: Similarly to the selection of the number of categories for the recommendation list, the variety of items considers how many items to show in the list. The variety of items is proportional to the variety of categories, as the number of categories increases, also the number of items should increase. The variety of items, in terms of list size, has been acknowledged to influence the coverage and redundancy of the recommended set [7]. In fact, it seems reasonable to generate recommendations from a number of categories proportional to the desired list length (i.e., for short lists, few categories and vice-versa); as such it is proposed to control the variety of categories accordingly.

Item recommendation list balance (redundancy): The last trade-off is controlled by the number of items belonging to the same category that should appear in the final list of recommendations. This trade-off is between balance and redundancy to control the visibility of each category; the bigger the redundancy, the more items belonging to the same category and vice-versa.

The designed technique takes inspiration from Yang et al. [15]. However, the aspects on which the proposed approach differs from [15] are as follows: i) In [15], the neighborhood is produced by maximizing the significance between the active user and the users in the neighborhood and subsequently selected. The proposed approach instead includes an additional step, the formation of groups of users, which considers a baseline similarity among the users within the same group. ii) In [15], the significance between two users is calculated to take into consideration the accuracy-diversity trade-off, controlled by a tunable parameter. The proposed approach extracts the users within the same group and, using a similar method, it controls the similarity vs diversity trade-off. iii) The technique illustrated in [15] utilizes solely the rating dataset, whereas we exploit both ratings and metadata. iv) In [15], the objective is to predict the ratings for unseen items for the active user, while here the ratings are the starting point to categorize user preferences. Nevertheless, there can be an additional step in the proposed approach to predict the relevance of a certain category for the active user, given the similarity between the user and the distant users and the preferences for their categories. v) However, the major difference lies in the categorization of user preferences (apart from the creation of groups of users), not included in [15].

4.1 Preprocessing Modules

We design the feature extraction modules, delegated to the transformation of user and item profiles into structures suitable for the recommendation procedure: item categorization, user category-based profile modeling and user group formation.

4.1.1 Item categories construction. The first step in the recommendation preprocessing methodology applies the vision of the diversity definition to compose a taxonomy of item categories (Figure 3). We propose to use the LSA methodology [17] as a preliminary step to the clustering analysis of the items to find the latent similarities based on the original extracted features: the feature occurrence matrix is computed, then TF-IDF (a weighting scheme operating on terms \( t \) contained in a document \( d \), belonging to a collection of documents \( D \)) transformed to find a potentially unbiased subset of features and calculate their relevance scores for each item. Secondly, the item profiles dimensionality is inspected and SVD is applied to reduce the dataset dimensionality in order to extract latent features upon which items are compared. Clustering analysis is performed on the factorized item profiles, according to the criteria of similarity/distance metrics, clustering algorithm and number of desired clusters; specifically, the number of clusters is subordinated to a qualitative and quantitative analysis, in order to limit the creation of redundant clusters (i.e., having similar items in separate clusters), which can also be highly specialized and a potential cause of overfitting. As a result, the item categories are created and each item is labeled accordingly.

4.1.2 Category-based user preference modeling. models the user profiles according to the item categories. We extract the positive ratings for individual users according to their average ratings and individual thresholds \( \tau \), to remove the bias of different rating scales. This model assumes that the ratings are explicit, nevertheless, we argue that the same argument can also apply to implicit ratings. Figure 4 illustrates the process, which uses the output of the previous preprocessing modules as input to model user preferences and extracts the category-based user profiles. Two matrices are used for this purpose: \( R \), containing the positive ratings of users \( u \) on items \( i \), and the cluster matrix \( C \), a boolean item \( i \) to cluster \( c \) association matrix. The profile of user \( u \) is constructed with the matrix \( P_{u,c} \), where \( c \) is a cluster (or category) of items, and each element of the preference matrix is defined as follows: from the preliminary user profiles, the categories to which positively rated items are apportioned are extracted and the profiles are initially encoded with each category raw frequency (numerator of Eq. 4). Then, each user profile is divided by the number of categories experienced. By transforming the raw category frequencies into their proportion to the user profile, the differences towards users having experienced more categories and users having more focused interests may be more comparable using profile proportions, rather
than raw frequencies and average ratings.
\[ P_{u,c} = \frac{\sum_{i \in I_{u,c}} C_{i,c}}{\sum_{c \in C_u} \sum_{i \in I_{u,c}} C_{i,c}}, \]
where:
- \( I_{u,c} = \{i | r_{u,i} > 1, \forall r_{u,i} \in R_u \} \) is the set of items rated positively by user \( u \);
- \( R_u \) is the set of ratings for user \( u \);
- \( I_{u,c} = \{i | C_{i,c} \neq 0, \forall i \in I_{u,c}, c \in C \} \) is the set of items rated by user \( u \) belonging to category \( c \);
- \( C_u = \{c | C_{i,c} \neq 0, \forall c \in C, \forall i \in I_{u,c} \} \) is the set of categories for which \( u \) has experience;
- \( C_{i,c} \) denotes the occurrence of category for each item in rated above threshold \( r \).

4.1.3 User groups formation. We assume that users can form groups based on their similar preferences, otherwise collaborative filtering would not be possible. Moreover, by clustering the users, a basic similarity to the active user could be guaranteed, which defines also an implicit measure of recommendation relevance. Thus, by receiving the output of the category-based user profile modeling process, the steps are illustrated in Figure 5. This process, similarly to item categorization applies a variant of TFIDF used in LSA [17] to the category-based profiles, namely CFIUF (category frequency, inverse user frequency), aiming to model the similarities of users by weighting the category scores for each user. Subsequently, the normalized CFIUF-weighted user profiles are used for the clustering analysis, whose methodology is identical to the item categorization process. As a result, the groups of users are created and the recommendation procedure can be explained in detail.

4.2 Diversification Module

We divide the diversification procedure in two major steps which require the presence of the active user: (1) Transformation of the active user to her category-based profile; and (2) Formation of the distant neighborhood.

4.2.1 Active user profile modeling and classification. This module is required as the active user profile is expected to contain the raw ratings for each consumed items. Here, the role of the preprocessing modules described in the previous section is to transform the active user profile into the category-based one. Once the active user has been transformed into the CFIUF-weighted profile, the classification to a group of users is achieved through the selection of the nearest cluster, which can be computed using k-Nearest Neighbor on the clusters.

4.2.2 Distant neighborhood formation: accuracy VS diversity. This is the pivotal step of the diversification procedure, as it involves the control of the diversity between the users within the same cluster (Figure 6) and arguably, the control of the recommendation list diversity. The most significantly diverse users within the same cluster are filtered, as opposed to nearest neighbors, according to Equation 5. As such, we expect that the categories of items from distant users will appear different but not radically, from the active user (since the prerequisite of the recommendations is to be still accurate to the active user preferences). In order to control the neighbor diversification, we introduce an external parameter \( \alpha \) to determine the pairwise diversity significance, similarly to [15]. For a given user and another user \( u \) belonging to the same cluster \( c \), the diversity significance \( s \) is calculated as follows:
\[ s(u,v) = (1 - \alpha) \cdot (1 - d(u,v)) + \alpha \cdot (d(u,v)), \]
where the diversity is proportional to the growth of \( \alpha \), hence, the larger \( \alpha \), the greater the diversity; \( d(u,v) \) is the distance between the active user \( u \) and user \( v \); and \( (1 - \alpha) \) and \( \alpha \) respectively control the similarity and distance trade-off between the two users. Hence the \( k \) most significant users are extracted so that the significance between users \( u \) and \( v \) is maximized as:
\[ \overline{V} = \text{argmax}_{v \in V} (s(u,v)) \]
where \( \overline{V} \), set of distant neighbors, is the result of the maximized diversification significance.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Here we address the item categorization and user profile modeling and we finish by providing the experiment setup to measure the diversification levels reached through extraction of distant neighbors. We hypothesize that the items can form more or less homogeneous categories, the users can be clustered according to such categories and finally, that the selection of distant users within the same clusters can fulfill the accuracy VS diversity trade-off.

5.1 Feature Engineering and Data Preparation

As a result of this process, the initial user and item profiles are modeled and ready to be preprocessed in the second phase according to the full recommendation procedure.

We apply the proposed diversification approach to the small Movielens dataset [18], maintained by GroupLens Research, which provides around 100K explicit ratings of 671 users for 9125 movies. Along with this dataset, we extracted the metadata from IMDb\footnote{The metadata have been extracted from the available interfaces at http://www.imdb.com/interfaces/} to describe the items for the categorization step.
5.1 Characterizing user ratings in Movielens

5.1.1 Characterizing user ratings in Movielens. We analyze the Movielens dataset for discovering the rating distributions, popularity biases, and differences in rating scales, to distinguish between enthusiastic and demanding users. As a result, we select the individual rating threshold to consider positive preferences. Users have rated the movies on a clear long-tail distribution, which is better depicted in Figure 7: the majority has rated less than 500 movies.

The individual rating patterns are depicted in Figure 8, through global rating density and average rating distributions. Generally, individual averages tend to be more compact near 3.5 and 4 (in rating scale), following that users tend to give high ratings, but the presence of lower and higher averages suggests and clearly proves that users have different rating behaviours. The existence of varying rating scales is also supported by [19] and reinforced by an analysis performed on the effect of the rating scale granularity [20]. Moreover, we uncover the existence of subjective scales at which users adhere when rating movies [21]: as preferences are subjective, we need to standardize ratings so that individual biases can be removed to compare rating scales objectively and finally, to extract the positive preferences. We choose the z-score standardization [21] to transform individual ratings and extract only the positive ones as we suppose that the positive preferences are simply those above the individual average. However, this approach still ignores the preferences for users having only high ratings. Therefore, we differentiate the threshold for either users with low and high preferences for users having only high ratings. Consequently, we select the individual average. However, this approach still ignores the preferences for users having only high ratings. Therefore, we differentiate the threshold for either users with low and high ratings. We perform the stabilization process observing that a lack of features cannot be rendered as an error (e.g., the lack of cast for documentary movies is due to the fact that a cast is often not required).

\[
\tau_u = \begin{cases} 
\mu'_u & \text{if } \mu_u < 4 \\
4 & \text{if } \mu_u \geq 4,
\end{cases}
\]

5.1.2 Characterizing movies from IMDb metadata. To provide the items with a content-based profile and not rely on ratings, we extracted descriptive metadata (cast, company, countries, director, genres, keywords, languages, composer, release date, writer) from IMDb, using the identifiers of the movies rated in Movielens. We notice that there is a prevalence of drama and comedy genres, which are present in around half of the extracted movies, followed by thriller and romance, present in around 20% of the movies as shown by genre inspection, Figure 9. We also stabilize the dataset, since it presented missing values after the extraction\(^6\) by:

1. Transforming the release date in only the year of release, from the IMDb format, complete with country, day and month of release. For movies without release date from IMDb, use the release given in the Movielens dataset.
2. Filling missing keywords using common instances from the first occurring genre of affected movies and determine a relevance threshold.
3. Filling missing languages and countries of production using common instances from movies with these features. Keeping the remaining missing features.

5.2 Item categorization

For this task, we sample movies with at least 3 ratings and at least an average rating of 3 from the full Movielens dataset. We then follow the process depicted in Figure 3 with the metadata extracted. The parameters utilized in the item categorization are listed in Table 1.

5.3 User group formation

Similarly to how we implemented the item categorization procedure, we model the user preferences according to Equation 4 and following Figures 4 and 5, by considering the sampled movies; thus, the number of ratings, above individual threshold account for 55416 out of 82600 for the 3685 movies considered. For this task, the parameters utilized are listed in Table 2. We select hierarchical clustering and evaluated the number of optimal clusters following

\(^6\) We perform the stabilization process observing that a lack of features cannot be

Figure 7: Movielens long tail distribution.

Figure 8: Movielens rating pattern distribution.

Figure 9: Genres of the movies retrieved from IMDb.
Table 1: Parameters and methods for item categorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Categorization parameters</th>
<th>values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># movies</td>
<td>3685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIDF formula</td>
<td>( f(t, D) \cdot \log \frac{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum document frequency</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum document frequency</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k singular values (SVD)</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance metric</td>
<td>normalized Euclidean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clustering algorithm</td>
<td>Ward agglomerative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># clusters</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parameters and methods for user groups formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Groups formation parameters</th>
<th>values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># ratings above ( \tau )</td>
<td>55461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># users</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIDF formula</td>
<td>( f(t, D) \cdot \log \frac{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance metric</td>
<td>normalized Euclidean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clustering algorithm</td>
<td>Ward agglomerative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># item categories</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># clusters</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Diversification Evaluation

In order to understand the diversification reached through the user clustering and distant neighborhood formation, we set up the following experimental evaluation. Specifically, our goal is to quantify how our proposed approach answers the following hypotheses:

- The approach can tune the diversification among users within the same clusters and therefore, control the trade-off between user similarity and distance.
- The approach performs better than baseline diversification approaches, such as random diversification.
- The approach performs comparably to [15] as state of the art diversification method.
- The neighbors extraction with clusters produces a lower maximum yielded diversity than without (i.e. full user space).

5.4.1 Evaluation of the distant neighborhood formation. The user dataset from Movielens requires a training phase and a test phase for the offline evaluation. In the training phase, we cluster the users with the parameters listed in Table 2. Next, we classify the test user profiles on the clusters created at the training phase, by performing \( k \text{NN} \) on the closest 11 users to determine the suitable cluster. Lastly, for each of the classified test users, the distant neighborhood is formed for different values of \( \alpha \) with Equation 5 on the cosine distances to find the significance scores. The cosine distance is utilized as it can be easily integrated in the significance score formula, which requires both similarities and distances and more importantly, since the Euclidean distance does not have an opposite metric to calculate the similarities. We then retrieve the top \( K \) neighbors according to Equation 6. Finally, we evaluate the proposed diversification approach (N) against the following methods:

- \( \text{RANDN} \), the baseline method which randomly extracts the neighbors in the full user space.
- \( \text{FULLN} \), extracting the neighbors in the full user space following Equation 5.
- \( \text{DNCF} \), the state of the art approach from [15] which extracts distant neighbors from the active user’s cluster.
- \( \text{FULLDNCF} \) from [15], extracting distant neighbors from the full user space.

Following the hypotheses, we expect that the user diversity can be controlled through Equation 5, considering that the evaluation at this stage allows only to measure the diversity on the distant neighbors and to reach actual recommendations, different experimental procedures are required. We expect the yielded diversity of the distant neighbors to the test users to be directly proportional to \( \alpha \). Moreover, since the distant neighbors are selected from the same cluster, we also expect i) the resulting diversity not to be as high as with random neighborhood formation and ii) to be less varied than with distant neighbors extracted from the full user space.

5.4.2 Evaluation procedure setup. We split the user dataset so that 80% of the users are used to train the algorithm, learn the user preference categories and form the clusters of users. The remaining 20% of users are kept for the testing phase. We use the user profiles built on item categories for the experiment. Regarding the diversification parameter \( \alpha \), we study the behaviour of the proposed approach for values: \( \alpha = \{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1\} \). The values range from 0 (traditional similarity based neighbor formation, expected low heterogeneity) to varying diversification (expected low to high heterogeneity), and 1 (where the farthest users are selected, with expected high heterogeneity), respectively.

We also study the effect of the neighborhood’s size with \( k = \{5, 10, 15\} \) top \( K \) neighbors on the yielded diversity. For the evaluation metric, we adopt the ISS metric from [15], considering the dissimilarity between pairs of users as the complement of similarity. Henceforth, the ISS metric is regarded as Intra-Set Diversity metric (ISD) and calculated as follows for the users within the neighborhood set \( \nabla_u \) of the active user \( u \):

\[
\text{ISD}_{\nabla_u} = 2 \sum_{v, w \in \nabla_u, v \neq w} d(v, w) \left( \frac{1}{|\nabla_u|} \cdot |\nabla_u| - 1 \right)
\]

5.4.3 Empirical results and analysis of the user diversification approaches. The results of the experiment can be inspected in Figure 10. The x-axis represents the values for which the user diversification has been conducted. On the y-axis, the resulting ISD scores are produced and represent the overall diversity of the users for the proposed approach N, together with the results of FULLN, DNCF and FULLDNCF methods, and the baseline RANDN method, which serves as the anchoring measure for the analysis. Each curve is labeled considering the significant neighbors for varying neighborhood sizes (5, 10, 15).
A general trend can be noted for the distant neighbors extracted from the same clusters (N): the proposed approach N show a crescent trend from low to high diversity, which tends to smooth as the neighborhood size increases. Moreover, for N the ISD range varies as expected (between 0.25 and 0.52 for $k = 5$ neighbors). Instead the ISD range for the FULLN approach is wider (between 0.3 and 0.8 for $k = 5$). Surprisingly, the diversification levels do not chance as expected: instead of following a smooth curve, the changes in diversity are moderately sudden, especially for $k = 5$. In particular, there seems to be a discontinuity between $\alpha = 0.4$ and $\alpha = 0.6$ which causes this trend (for both N and FULLN), as with smaller and larger $\alpha$, the ISD does not capture other variations in the neighbor diversity. This behaviour is imputable to Equation 5, which controls the neighbor extraction for the active user: with the current formula, the extracted neighbors are the same for $\alpha \leq 0.4$ and $\alpha \geq 0.6$ and therefore, the ISD scores do not vary. On the other hand, the results of RANDN, appear more constant (with ISD scores around $\sim 0.64$) than N and FULLN, with smaller variations in the diversity and contradictory results as the diversification level increases, producing an initially descending ISD, which increases at full diversification ($\alpha = 1$).

With the methods DNCF and FULLDNCF, the ISD scores are more consistent and varied, ranging from $\sim 0.26$ to 0.7 for DNCF and 0.3 to 0.9 for FULLDNCF. Compared to N, DNCF also produces the same ISD scores at $\alpha = 0$, while at maximum diversity ($\alpha = 1$), the results show a visible variation in the ISD scores: while the maximum ISD score reached by N is 0.55, it accounts at $\sim 0.7$ for DNCF. The FULLN and FULLDNCF methods also perform in a similar fashion (FULLDNCF has a greater maximum ISD of 0.9 compared to 0.8 of FULLN).

The results of this experiment suggest to better model the similarity VS diversity trade-off (Equation 5) to remove the evident discontinuity affecting the ISD scores. Nevertheless, we can confirm the hypothesis concerning the proportionality between the diversification levels and the diversity reached, suggesting that the proposed within-cluster neighbor diversification may be worth of consideration in the next stage of this work.

Moreover, the hypotheses on the increasing diversification levels for distant neighbors within the same cluster are valid to the extent of the maximum dissimilarity between any pair of users in the same cluster: as the users within the same groups share a theoretical baseline similarity, it would be unreasonable to expect a constant increment of the ISD scores, also considering the group sizes. To support this statement, the maximum ISD scores for the approaches (N and DNCF) using clusters of users are lower than the scores of FULLN and FULLDNCF, which operate on the full user space. As Figure 10 shows, the ISD scores are influenced by the clusters of users: the ISD for N and DNCF (within-cluster) are lower than the scores of FULLN and FULLDNCF, which operate on the full user space, conforming with our last hypothesis.

### 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a user-centric conceptual framework to control the recommendation diversity for individual users, considering relevant aspects to evaluate against individual preferences. We therefore defined diversity on the basis of four properties: local coverage (familiarity with current preferences), global coverage (the system’s abilities to cover the item catalogue), novelty (unfamiliarity with current preferences) and redundancy (the amount of similar items).

Following the proposed framework, we subsequently developed a diversification procedure which can be incorporated by design into the recommendation filtering prior to the extraction of items. We developed a LSA-based user modeling based on categories of favourite items (see Figure 4). Then, we clustered groups of similar users to allow a baseline accuracy among the preferences of each group member. We evaluated our approach on the diversification of neighbors for active users by adopting the ISD metric [15] and proved that by adjusting the diversity levels of the held-out users it is possible to extract different neighbors (for both the proposed and state of the art approach) from which we can obtain a list of recommendations. Yet, the limitations of Equation 5, notably the adoption of a simple similarity VS diversity trade-off are the major cause of extracting always the same users for diversification levels $\alpha \leq 0.4$ and $\alpha \geq 0.6$, even if the ISD scores vary similarly to the state of the art method (Figure 10).

As we tested only the diversification of the distant neighborhoods, we will pursue the complete recommendation procedure and test how our approach impacts the user satisfaction in terms of recommendation quality. Also, the limitations on the preference modeling and the neighbor significance formulas suggest an area for future optimization. Moreover, we will devise a better item categorization procedure to include or remove specific metadata in some cases (individual or aggregate metadata). Lastly, we will extend our framework with contextual factors (temporal changes of user preferences, time and location), as the motivations behind variety seeking behaviors comprise both internal and external factors [22]. For this purpose, we will test our framework and approach on other datasets than Movielens in conjunction with online experiments.
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